Phase 1 Development Testing of the Advanced Manufacturing Demonstrator Engine
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The Additive Manufacturing Development Breadboard Engine (BBE) is a pressure-fed liquid oxygen/pump-fed liquid hydrogen (LOX/LH2) expander cycle engine that was built and operated by NASA at Marshall Space Flight Center’s East Test Area. The breadboard engine was conceived as a technology demonstrator for the additive manufacturing technologies for an advanced upper stage prototype engine. The components tested on the breadboard engine included an ablative chamber, injector, main fuel valve, turbine bypass valve, a main oxidizer valve, a mixer and the fuel turbopump. All parts minus the ablative chamber were additively manufactured. The BBE was successfully hot fire tested seven times. Data collected from the test series will be used for follow on demonstration tests with a liquid oxygen turbopump and a regeneratively cooled chamber and nozzle.
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Audio-Visual Requirements and Room Setup

Standard equipment supplied in each meeting room includes: Laptop (with sound), LCD Projector (minimum 1024 x 768 native resolution and 4500 lumens), Screen, Podium Microphone, Wireless Lavalier Microphone. Rooms are typically set in “Theater” style (rows of chairs). If your presentation requires any unusual A-V equipment or set-up, please indicate those requirements below.